What does Jesus say will happen if His words remain in a person?

Use this code to fill in the blanks.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A

" __ __ __ __ __
  R U B L F

  __ __ __ __ __
  I V N Z R M R M N V

  __ __ __ __ __
  Z M W N B D L I W H

  __ __ __ __ __
  I V N Z R M R M B L F

  __ __ __ __ __
  Z H P D S Z G V E V I

  __ __ __ __ __
  B L F D R H S Z M W

  __ __ __ __ __
  R G D R O O Y V

  __ __ __ __ __
  W L M V U L I B L F

Jesus, the True Vine

Jesus speaks about the vine and the gardener. What does He say?

Shade in the boxes listed below to find the answer.

A 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, 23, 26, 28, 29, 30
B 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28
C 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29
D 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28
E 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30
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What does the Father do as the gardener, according to Jesus?

Starting with the first letter, cross out every other letter. Write the remaining letters on the blank below to fill in the message.

What does Jesus say is the result of the word He has already spoken?

Write the name of each picture. Then transfer the letters in the boxes to the lines below.

He C U ___ off every ___ in Me that ___ no __, while every ___ that does ___ ___ He ___ so that it will be even more ___.

“You are already ___ because of the ___ I have spoken to you.”